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The agreement between your institution FWF and IOP Publishing is already helping to support open access (OA) publishing in Austria. There are just four simple steps to remember when submitting an article, and having it considered for OA funding:

**At submission**
When you submit your paper, please supply this basic information:
- Your affiliation
- Whether you want to publish OA or non-OA
- Whether your research is FWF funded or not

**At first decision**
If you are affiliated to a participating institution we will email you to let you know that funding may be available under the OA agreement. We will consider your paper to be OA unless we hear from you to opt out.

**At the time of revisions**
We will send you a copyright form/licence to publish, for you to sign.

**Upon acceptance**
Should your paper be accepted for publication, we will e-mail you to let you know if your Article Publication Charge funding is rejected for any reason.

This process is already in place, but we hope that this simple reminder will be helpful to you when submitting your article to an IOP Publishing journal. We will of course keep your affiliated institution informed along the way. We look forward to publishing your next research paper.

Find out more about the agreements for Austrian authors on the Austrian Academic Library Consortium website and the dedicated IOP Publishing page, [iopscience.org/openaccess/austria](http://iopscience.org/openaccess/austria)